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FORFARMERS MOVES ORACLE EPM
ENVIRONMENT TO INLUMI DATA
CENTRE
ForFarmers was already a satisfied inlumi customer when they
decided to replace the financial consolidation environment in 2015.
The functional part of the project was being headed by ForFarmers,
Group Control, supported by external consultants, while inlumi was
responsible for the technical side. “We started immediately after the
summer and had the ambition of processing the 2015 year-end closing
in the new Oracle Hyperion EPM environment. Although a challenging
deadline, we managed to meet in with time to spare.” Project leader
Edwin Schierboom looks back and shares his experiences.
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plan, as Schierboom can confirm. “All the
more so because at the time we also had
to develop a new reporting profile due to
all the disclosures as a consequence of
the IFRS transition. Of course, we had an
existing administration to use as a starting
point, but in fact we more or less started
from scratch.”

Two-part migration
Given the scale of the job, we decided to
first transfer the Group Control department
to the new environment and for the four
country offices to continue working with
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involved was not particularly limited. In
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monthly and yearly figures available for the
iPad, for example.”

